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FOREIGN LANGUAGE VOCABULARY LEARNING =
A CRITERION OF LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT

In this paper 1 am not going to present any data c original research, but
sirnpl? direct your attention to a problem that I came across while working
on my thesis (af Trampe 1982). The_ thesis is partly about foreign language
vocabulary learning. It sets out from the observation that we seem to acquire
some foreign words without much effort, whereas other words require a lot
of repetition and/or dictionary_ look-ups before they are reliably, stored in
long-term memory. Some words are obviously less difficult to learn than
others and it seems worthwhile to try and find out what makes a word
difficult to learn. If we want to do this, however, at least two notions must be
made clear. First of all we must specify what we mean by saying that a word
has been learned: Secondly, the notion of difficuity should be analyzed and
thoist of the term be made explicit in each particular case.

I shall take it as evident that the criterion of teaming adzievement varies
depending on such factors as stage of proficiency in the foreign language,
the different goals of different kinds of language courses, and judgements on
the importance of different topics or semantic fields. I will discuss a blueprint
for learning criteria, then, rather than a learning criterion.

The specification of a criterion Of learning achievement faces us with at
least two decision complexes_ Firstly we must look at the word as a lexical
item in the linguistic sem, and state the necessaly conditions as to the lexical
information to be internalized by the learner. In other wordsi what should
the learner know about the word for us to say that it has been learned?
Briefly; (see e.g. Anward 1976 _and Str-oud 1979 for detail), lexical com-
petence embraces knowledge of the phonologic/graphemic, morphologic,
syntactic and semantic characteristics of a lexical item: The semantic charm-
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teristics include a specification of the basic meaning of the item and its
semantic relations to other items. The same meaning may also have several
related meanings or nuances of meaning; relating to such factors as style,
verbal and situational context etc. To this we can add the notion of inten .

tional meaning and say that an item can be understood at different levels of

Secondly, we must deciae which processes are to be criterial. Following
Clark & Clark (1977), 1 use the word "processes" to refer to the production
and comprehension processes, but in addition to this a distinction between
written and spoken language1 must of course be introduced: Note; further.
more, that other processes (e.g. translation) are sometimes perhaps in-
advertently taken to be aiterial in tests; experiments and teaching situ-
ations:

The decisions to be reached about the different processes and about lexical
information are twofold,First, we must select the number of processes and
the amount of lexical information to ibe included in the criterion. Then we
must decide on the degree to which the resulting selection of specifications
shall_be mastered before the criterion is satisfied: In practice; these decisions
will be based on the experience of the teacher or researcher, but there will
also be an element of personal belief and personal priorities in the decision-
makhig

As to the :selection of processes, there would probably be some agreement
today whether to inchide or exclude different skills based on the spoken-

written distinction: Regarding the comprehension and production processes,
everyone will agree on comprehension as a necessary condition of learning
achievement. The question is to what extent production should be a necess7
ary condition as well: In the model of foreign language acquisition proposed
by KraShen (1981), what has been acquired is discussed solely in terms of
i.roduction skills. In studies based on the spontaneous or elicited speech of
informants (e.g. Kotsinas 1982) it seems natural to consider learning achieve-
ment in these terms only.

From an epistemological point ofiview; however, I cannot see how we
could maintain that someone who understands a word, but does not use it in
production, has not leamed that word: Besides, it is usually agreed that the
vocabulary of native speakers contains a large amount of words that are
comprehended though not actively used. It also seems to be the case that
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children can understand more than they can express (Clark & Z:lark 1977:
487; Benedict 1979). One would expect the same principles to apply to
foreign language learners. Add to thts the limitations of ehcitation proce-
durer; and the fact that production is dependent on factors other than earn.
ing (es: "intention to communicate"); ard the conclusion must be that pro.
duction cannot be a necessary condition eflearning achievement for all words
and all learners.

, Now, the goal of most language r,ourses is both pioduction and compre-
hension. Even so, we must use the production condition with discrimination.
If we disc.iss theiprinciples of foreign language learning in terms of proiuc-
tion only, there is an obvious nsk of drawing the wrong conclusions about
the learning process and about teaching rnethor With regard to the latter,
note that somc researchers (e.g. Gary 1978, Winitz & Reeds 1975) claim that
beginners' foreign language learning may actually benefit from the exclusion
of production skills:

The conclusion abbve must be held in mind when we decide on the degree
of processing mastery referred to here as the degree of fluency The latter
term is usually taken to mean speaking fluency, but, as Leeson (1975) points
out, fluency is determined by both comprehension and production factors,
and we can distinguish between encoding fluency and decoding fluency:
The degree of fluency can be Stated rather grossly as encoding rate and
decoding rate.

Let us now turn to the selection of lexical information: One basic problem
is to choose criteria appropnate to the stage of L2 learning in question. In
1_4 the acquisition of _vocabulary is a life-long process in which we contin-
uously add new words and new meaning to those we already posss. Whereas
there has been some research done on the first stages of this process, very
little is known about the beginning stages in foreign language learning. Usual7
ly, the grammatical and semantic categories of the linguists' descriptions of
adult LI are taken for panted, but, even though they seem appropriate for
adult LI vocabulary development; they might not be adequate for the early
stages in second and foreign ianguage learning. Hakuta (1981) and McLaugh-
lin (1981) discuss this problem. Notwithstanding this possibie inadequacyi
and trying to put it rather non-committally, we must make a_choiceifor each
lekical item semantically as to what meaning(s), semar tic relations and
intentional level(s), and grammatically as to what form(s) and cori



text(s) to include. The primary question is to what extent grammatical in-
formation should be included. In the minimal case only the lexical meaning
of the item is taken into account. Note, however; that even in th's case some

albeit diffuse knowledge of grammar is necessary, as the learner must be
able to identify the word regardless of morphological shape. At the other en.'
of the scale both the lexical and the grammatical meaning is understood/
expressed.

For the phonological level we can thMk of the choice as being one of lewd
or levels of specification; where the minimal requirement is that perceptual
equivalence obtains (to the leamet) . In a teleological model of the speaker
suggested_ by Lindblom (forthcoming), perceptual equivalence is the funda-
mental characteristic of different realizations of a word (cf. de Saussure's
statement "Dans la langue il n'y a que des differences"). The native speaker,
however will be able to operate on more specified levels as well, and he can
for instance choose to speak more or less distinctly depending on his judge-
ment of the listener's capacity; the signal-to-noise ratio etc. The beginning
language learner will judge a number of native L2 speakers' forms as per-
ceptually equivalelt, and he will tolerate deviations from the native norm in
his own production provided perceptual equivalence is upheld to him. He
will, however, have a low level of tolerance for noise and reductions, as he
cannot use phonetic redundancy to the same extent as the native speaker/
listener. As he becomes more proficient this will change and his own 12
production will be more approximated to the native norm i.e. he will be
able to operate on more specified levels, too.

As an example of a minimal criterion on the phonetic/graphemic level I
will take the ceterion used when scoring responses in my own study of letter
learning and word decoding in Russian (afTrampe 1982).in that study! was
only interested in whether a Subject had learned to identify a Russian_ word
correctly or not. The data consisted of tape-recorded readings of a number of
Russian words. In each case a response1 was considered correct if the reading
would have enabled the Subjectl to look the word up in a dictionary without
having to resort to purely visual matching. This meant mat the scoring proi-
cedure had to be related to the responses of each Subject per se e.g. if
a Subject consistently pronounced the Russian letter mc as /cla/ and no other
letter was given this pronunciation; the letter was considered correctly iden.
tified.
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The degree to which lekital inforMation is to be learned can be referred
to as the desree of accuracy. It should be stated for each level of lexical infor-
mation in each processing mode, and could, it iS suggested, be expressed as
the percentage_ of correct responses; where coriectness is determined accord-
ing to the chosen criterion; e.g. "% realizations of word x pronounced at the
level of specification y". The drgree of accuracy can, of course; beset differ-
ently _for different levels of lexical:information, and there is probably an
imbalance istqween levels to the effect that brie is leSS inclined to accept
semantic errors than phonologic and morphologic/syntactic f_nes.

In theory then; a criterion of learning achievement should be et for Oath
word 7 or group of wordS. In practice, this is seldom donei or done in a very
general way only (i.e._for_ all v1d or with_ rough _distinctions !arch as the
one between active and passive vocabulary). Unless the triteriOn t.id lit ek-
perirnerits etc. is not obVious, I think it Should he specified and stated in ree

search_ reports. If not; the results of different studies will be extremely hard
to:compare: Given satisfactory criteria, there will of course still be prObleitis
7 both in research and teaChing prictiCe with respect to elicitation proce-
dures; comprehension tesing,lthistic description, the judgement of correct-
ness and the measurement of fluency._

In Conclusion, let me return to the rtcond notion mentioned in the be .

ginning of this paper that of difficulty: find difficulty a pivotal cert,ept in
research on foreign language learning. It *ems to me, however, that this con-
cept has been tieatedi rather simplistically in ihe literature,_5nd that in
the future we should concentrate on the elaboration of this concept. In
such endeavours, explicit learning achievement criteria will c-rtainly be
helpful.
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